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1. Challenge
Would you build your house on
a bad foundation? No? Why are
sponsors of clinical trials often
doing so in the set-up of their
projects?

2. Reasons for poor
outcome
of common site selection processes

„Faultless set-up and site
selection are essential for
the later success of a study“

▪
▪

Insufficient time for study planning and set-up

▪

Absence of reliable analytical tools for merging the highly
dispersed information about global clinical research infrastructure:
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What is the reality?

‘Nobody knows who is doing what, where and how.’

▪

Source: Getz K: “Patient Recruitment and Retention”, BCCRIN and VCHRI
Clinical Research Symposium, Vancouver, 06Mar12
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▪

Conduct of site selection by using inappropriate sources,
resources and approaches.
‘Site selection is not a job for the clinical trial novice!’

Sponsors of clinical trials are
wasting billions of $ on the
selection of inappropriate
research centers. Centers
spend much time describing
their qualifications for every
new study by completing
feasibility surveys of (often)
questionable value.

4. Benefits
▪

(Significant) differences between protocol and site level 				
feasibility (e.g., modifications of study protocol)

3. Solutions
▪

Investing time and competent resources and tools at
the study start will lead to later savings.

▪

Set-up and site selection shall not be corrupted by
strategic or marketing considerations („the best prescribing site is often not the best investigative site“).

▪

Find the most appropriate sites not only by using
the established methods for site identification
but apply cost-efficient and effective site
selection tools that are available now.

Thanks to the VIS platform,
investigators and pharmaceutical
companies or CROs save much time
and resources, greatly improving the
traditional way of study set-up

										

Sites showcase well-structured information about
their capabilities, gain exposure and also save time
and resources.

▪

ViS is a web-based platform that provides a complete map and
visualization of global clinical research infrastructure.

▪

Detailed information from local experts and investigative sites
is connected and analyzed (collaborative analytics), and is 			
available for trial partners.

										 A Revolutionary Tool
										 for Trial Planning

